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Abstract. The demand of society and the rapid development of information technology make the "Internet plus education" mode become the focus of teaching reform of computer courses. The blended teaching mode is currently a hot research direction in the teaching reform of higher education institutions. This paper explores the integration of online and offline blended teaching mode with the experimental teaching systems in universities based on engineering education certification. The advantage of this mode is that students can achieve learning goals efficiently and with high quality.
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1 Introduction

The Education Informatization 2.0 Action Plan issued by the Ministry of Education proposes to promote the development of "Internet plus education". It also emphasizes the integration and application innovation of teaching mode and modern information technology [1-2]. With the rapid and significant development of online education, innovative teaching methods spark a new wave of teaching reform in universities. These innovative teaching methods include online teaching resources such as MOOC, smart teaching platforms such as EduCoder, and several offline digital teaching tools. At the same time, under the impact of the sudden outbreak of the epidemic in recent years, Chinese universities have organized large-scale online teaching, which has advanced the popularization of online teaching by decades. And online education has achieved rapid development. However, the online teaching mode affected the communication between teachers and students to a certain extent. It also hinders the classroom supervision, and affects the improvement and enhancement of teaching effectiveness [3-6]. In recent years, the blended online and offline teaching mode becomes a new hot research direction in the exploration of teaching modes, which is also a difficult topic in the current teaching reform of higher education institutions [7-9].

For engineering majors such as computer science, experimental teaching plays an important role in the teaching process. To improve the quality of experimental teaching is an important content of teaching reform. The integration of experimental teaching and information technology is an important way to carry out experimental teaching reform. The online and offline blended teaching provides a new approach for the experimental teaching in universities [10-13]. For engineering majors, engineering education certification plays an important role to improve the quality of training for engineering and technical talents. The construction of
experimental teaching system is an important support and guarantee for the engineering education system, which is important for professional construction in the current context of engineering education certification. Therefore, the construction and exploration of the experimental teaching system for engineering education in universities become a key issue that universities offering engineering majors must consider.

Blended teaching emphasizes the main role of learners, while teachers are more reflected as organizers and guides. Compare to traditional teaching mode, the advantage of blended teaching mode the diverse and flexible forms of the teaching mode. It can be tailored to the characteristics of the course, and meet the individual needs of learners. The purpose of blended teaching is to form a positive interaction between teachers and students. It is beneficial to stimulate students' awareness of self-directed learning and innovation. On the other hand, it ensures smooth communication for completing the course, and it is easy to understand students' learning situation at any time. This paper explores the integration of a blended online and offline teaching mode with the construction of experimental teaching systems in universities based on engineering education certification.

2 The current situation of experimental teaching in engineering majors

At present, there are several problems in the teaching of engineering experiments in some universities, as shown below.

(1) There is a tendency of emphasizing the mastery of theoretical knowledge and neglecting the training of experimental practical abilities in experimental teaching in universities. And the students lack the training of experimental practical abilities. So their understanding and mastery of theoretical knowledge are often affected negatively.

(2) The experimental teaching lacks comprehensive and innovative experimental content and training forms, which cannot reflect the development trend of professional technology.

(3) Without sufficient preparation for the preview work before the experiments, teachers are unable to grasp the students' preview situation. The progress of the experiments is difficult to unify, and the quality of the experiments is uneven. So the expected experimental effect is hard to be achieved.

(4) Without timely and accurate feedback on the experiment situation, teachers are unable to understand students' mastery of knowledge and the practice ability, which provide accurate guidance for subsequent teaching.

(5) The mechanism for evaluating the quality of experimental teaching is single. It focuses only on the experiment results and neglects the experiment process, which cannot make a scientific and reasonable evaluation of students' various abilities and learning attitudes. While evaluating the degree of achievement of course objectives, it lacks process evaluation and diversified evaluation. It also takes no account of assessment supervision and the mechanism for continuous improvement. Therefore, it is hard to conduct a more scientific and comprehensive evaluation of experimental teaching.
Therefore, to solve these problems, an online and offline blended experimental teaching mode based on engineering education certification can be proposed. Students can achieve learning goals efficiently and communication with teachers through the mix of learning time, learning space, learning activities, learning methods.

In terms of related work, the research on the blended online and offline teaching mode in the teaching reform of computer science mainly focuses on theoretical courses. There isn’t enough exploration of introducing it into experimental and practical courses [14-18]. At the same time, these related work lacks exploration of the curriculum design of blended experimental teaching and feedback after the experimental courses. Based on the experience accumulated from the blended teaching mode of theoretical computer courses, this paper aims to actively carry out teaching reforms in experimental teaching of computer courses. It will explore the feasibility of the blended experimental teaching mode, and enhance the effectiveness of experimental teaching in higher education institutions.

3 The approach of the blended experimental teaching mode

This paper preliminarily explores the blended online and offline teaching mode in the experimental courses, e.g. software engineering or software system analysis and design. During the teaching process, the following key contents need to be completed:

(1) It will make good use of pre and post class time, achieve horizontal extension and vertical depth of knowledge, and improve the achievement of course objectives.

(2) The students are taught according to their aptitude. It will provide personalized teaching to meet the learning needs of students at different levels.

(3) In the engineering education certification process, more scientific and systematic teaching design, implementation, and evaluation will be carried out to improve students' learning participation.

3.1 Research and analysis of pre-class learning situation

We conducted a questionnaire survey on students before classes to find the reasons that affect the effectiveness of experimental teaching. The main results include: (1) weak mastery of prior course knowledge, which affects the understanding of existing knowledge (31.25%), (2) failure to understand experimental requirements before class (53.75%), (3) inability to summarize and review the knowledge in a timely manner (43.75%). 32.5% of students admit to a lack of learning initiative. 77.5% of students are willing to engage in preschool autonomous learning. 86.25% of students are willing to participate in group collaborative learning.

Learning situation analysis can help teachers to understand students' learning habits, learning environment, and learning needs. It provides a basis to design blended teaching mode, and develops appropriate learning process management and learning evaluation methods.
3.2 The teaching plan design for experimental courses based on blended teaching mode

To solve these problems, we conduct the teaching reform of experimental courses based on the blended teaching mode. The teaching plan design is shown in Figure 1.

![Fig. 1. The teaching plan design of experimental courses based on the blended teaching mode.](image)

3.2.1 Experimental teaching environment

The teaching environment of the experimental course includes an online experimental teaching platform, an offline experimental teaching environment, and several intelligent teaching tools.

(1) The online experimental teaching platforms include EduCoder and experimental course resources on it.

(2) The offline experimental teaching environments include Rational Rose, Jazz, etc.

(3) During the teaching process, intelligent teaching tools such as Rain Classroom and QQ course group are used to carry out teaching activities.

We use EduCoder as the online experimental teaching platform in the course. EduCoder is an online practical teaching service platform, which is widely used in universities. As a practical teaching platform, EduCoder integrates online and offline service. The advantage of EduCoder is that it emphasizes the integration of professional knowledge and engineering capabilities, provide different types of experimental environments and resources, and construct a teaching resource system, etc. Therefore, the services provided by the platform can be used to design teaching methods, extract teaching results, analyze teaching data, and share
teaching materials and case studies in experimental courses. Due to the integration of the teaching-practice-evaluation process by EduCoder, it also plays an important role in engineering education certification.

In terms of construction of the online experimental course, we develop online teaching resources which is suitable for this course on EduCoder to support students' autonomous learning and deep learning. The teaching resources include,

1. a pre class learning task list
2. experimental teaching micro videos
3. a case library for experimental teaching
4. experimental teaching coursewares
5. tests and exercises
6. discussion and Q&A area
7. other electronic resources for reference

The support of EduCoder provides students with personalized learning channels and clarifies the use of online resources.

3.2.2 Experimental project design

In experimental teaching, it is necessary to meet the learning needs of students at different levels. Teachers conduct practical teaching in a hierarchical manner based on the difficulty of "validation projects → design projects → comprehensive projects", from easy to difficult.

1. Validation projects focus on understanding UML diagrams.
2. Design projects focus on using software modeling tools to draw various UML diagrams and the application of UML diagrams in actual software analysis and design processes. These projects also introduce analysis and design principles into software modeling, and implement forward and reverse engineering.
3. Comprehensive projects emphasizes the comprehensive application of UML software models. These projects not only focus on describing the relationships between multiple UML diagrams of a system, but also consider the correlation among different knowledges, e.g. software models, databases, software architecture, and program design.

3.2.3 Experimental teaching activities

The teaching activities of the experimental course include activities before class, during class, and after class, as shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Before experimental class</th>
<th>Teachers inform the preview requirements before class</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. publish the pre class learning task list sheets on EduCoder</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. publish the self-learning videos of experimental prerequisite knowledges and experimental operations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Experimental Teaching Activities

#### Pre-Class Stage
1. Watch teaching videos based on the pre-class learning task list and learn experimental principles and operations.
2. Complete the knowledge point test.
3. Complete the questionnaire survey to provide feedback before class.

#### Class Stage
- **Teachers**: Collect feedback before experimental class.
- **Students**: Use experimental course resources to understand the experimental requirements.

#### During Experimental Class
- **Teachers**: Give the experimental tasks and provide guidance and Q&A.
- **Students**: Complete the knowledge point test.

#### After Experimental Class
- **Teachers**: Summarize the progress of students’ experiments and Q&A situations promptly.
- **Students**: Complete the questionnaire survey to provide feedback after class.

### Experimental Teaching Evaluation

3.2.4 Experimental teaching evaluation

The teaching evaluation of the experimental course evaluates students' learning process and effectiveness from multiple dimensions, including online experimental process evaluation before and after class, offline experimental process evaluation, and comprehensive evaluation.
(1) Online experimental process evaluation is based on completion status of the pre-class learning task list, process-based experimental knowledge tests and questionnaire surveys.

(2) Offline experimental process evaluation is based on experiment results and experiment reports.

(3) Comprehensive evaluation is a summary at the end of the course. The effectiveness of the experiments is evaluated by the perspectives of experimental defense and summary reports.

Among the above evaluation approaches, both online and offline experimental evaluation approaches are process-based. The process-based feedback on learning outcomes is based on user logs, experimental knowledge testing, submission of experimental reports, questionnaire surveys on EduCoder, and observation during experimental classes. And based on this, the teaching process can be dynamically adjusted. Comprehensive evaluation approach evaluates experimental results from multiple dimensions. The students' knowledge application ability, comprehensive practical ability, and innovation ability are comprehensively evaluated.

In the evaluation process of experimental teaching, the effectiveness of the teaching plan can be verified through teaching practice. The quality and effectiveness of teaching process can be improved by iterative optimization. This blended online and offline teaching mode analyzes the degree of achievement of course objectives, and plays an important role in engineering education certification. The advantage of this mode lies in the process-based evaluation and the diversity of evaluation indicators.

3.3 Results analysis of teaching reform

The statistical result of the questionnaire survey after the class on both students and teachers show that the blended online and offline teaching mode has received good feedback from both students and teachers.

Most students (86.25%) have provided feedback that this course has enriched their professional knowledge and improved their practical abilities. This mode is helpful in stimulating learning interest, understanding of knowledge, improving self-learning ability, and improving practical operation ability. Students think the main problems they face in the class are understanding the experiment principles and experiments operations (53.75%). The combination of online experimental teaching platform and offline experimental teaching can effectively meet the needs of students and solve their problems. Therefore, the conclusion is that the blended teaching mode is in line with students' expectations. In addition, this mode promotes positive interaction between teachers and students by providing opportunities for students of different types to communicate with teachers. The standard of evaluating students is no longer only based on teaching and assessment by teachers. Students think this mode has increased their participation (78.75%).

The most teachers (91.25%) also provided positive feedback on the convenience of the entire process of teaching-practice-evaluation. They can use EduCoder platform to publish experiment courses, and carry out process management through platform collaboration. This mode can reduce some trivial processes in practical and effectively solve the complex problems in practical courses.
4 Conclusions

After adopting the blended online and offline teaching approach, students can fully utilize fragmented time for online learning before and after class, which can solve the problem of limited course time. Before class, students can be provided with pre experimental course requirement and prerequisite course knowledge. Students engage in autonomous learning of pre experimental course requirement and review the prerequisite course knowledge. Through corresponding experimental tasks during class, students improve their ability to design system and solve complex engineering problems in the practical process. Students review promptly after class to meet the learning needs at different levels through diversified learning resources.

The following improvements can be made to this mode:

(1) We will improve the design of teaching cases, experimental tasks, and teaching activities, to inspire students' study interest, cultivate high-level abilities, and solve complex software engineering problems.

(2) We will adjust the proportion of online and offline blended learning and flipped classroom settings, that are more conducive to students' learning.

On the basis of achieving preliminary results of the course, the online and offline blended teaching mode can be further promoted to other courses, majors, and universities through sharing course examples on the EduCoder platform.
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